
Well another Year has almost past… 2019 is 
almost over. 

Self-Abuse and Wet spot have almost finished their time as Trail masters 
for the year.  Townsville Hashers made their way around the city streets 
and country roads this year , thanks to the Hares that set some amazing 
walks for us this year, and a big thank you for the trails that had our 
favourite drink stops..  for some trails we were given maps to follow and 
some we were not, but half the fun is seeing sights along the way. But we 
all know that the walkers pack usually makes in back to the drinks trailer 
safely…. …Mind you when Wet spot first started leading trail and trying to 
follow the Hare’s maps, lots of Hashers had to be called upon to help get 
us home. 

From the flooded streets in February to the dusty Kelso track in 
September, we have seen some sights this year. The Celebration run that 
stretched around the Ross River Dam to the Red dress Run through the 
City Streets.  

Wetspot did abandon Self Abuse in August when she decided that she 
might try and become a runner, Self-abuse being the true champion that 
he is continued to lead the pack through Townsville’s streets on a 
Monday night. 

On On TVH3 

Self abuse and Wet spot 

 

 

 

 



I was sooo Frilled to have been offered the position “Haberdash”. 

I thought, good this will make me stay for the entire year with TVH3, ( I 
even paid my 12 months Hash fees) but alas it didn’t turn out that way.  

What a learning currrvve and in the deep without a paddle it was. 

My  firstblunder was not producing a new P.O.W shirt. Then again no one 
handed over the Haberdash stuff to me at this stage. (Thank goodness 
Gash came to the resue….) 

We introduced a new “Welcum” badge for visitors (GM’s great idea)and a 
TVH3 head/hat band, (thanks to Suzie Wong’s help).  

Bribed Slash with a bottle of wine to design the ‘Celebration 2250’ run 
badge, we are grateful for all the work you do. Also thanks to Suzie in 
organizing the ‘Crab Caps’ for Nash Hash. A great success.  

GM Shatter was great to serve under (Hee Hee) and I had lots of help 
from past Haberdashers. Big thank you.  

I also did up hash song booklets to be given to newly named Hashers, as 
we Townsville hashers are not renown for singing. 

I am proud and honored to have been able to serve and help TVH3 once 
again.  I look forward joining you all again when I return in 2020. 

                     ***Merry Xmas and bring On On the New Year*** 

Foot Loose Hasher 

DUNKIN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


